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Abstract— 

Tourism industry is one of the most powerful and largest industries in the current global economy, which has 

created huge economic benefits. With the rapid development of China's tourism industry, tourism information 

has become an important strategic resource, and the development of e-commerce has provided important 

support for tourism informatization, which makes its positive role in the value chain of the tourism industry 

increasingly prominent. In order to improve the service level of tourism e-commerce, a tourism system based 

on Boosting classification algorithm is constructed, and the random gradient descent algorithm, adaptive 

gradient optimization algorithm and density method are used to optimize and improve the Boosting 

classification algorithm. The experimental results show that compared with the traditional Kmeans 

classification, the improved Boosting classification algorithm can increase the browsing volume by 28.21% 

and the purchase volume by 15.37%. Through the application of Boosting classification algorithm, it can 

provide users with personalized tourism goods, improve their purchase volume, and thus improve the 

competitiveness of the tourism market. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, with the rapid development of our 

economy and the improvement of people's quality 

of life and living standards, travel consumption has 

become an important part of our people's daily life. 

With the emergence of e-commerce and the 

development of classification algorithm, a new 

consumption mode has emerged in tourism 

services. However, the search process of most 

tourism systems is tedious and the product 

recommendation interface is single, which is 

difficult to satisfy users [1]. 

 

At present, there are many researches on the 

combination of classification algorithm and e-

commerce at home and abroad, mainly using 

classification algorithm, classification algorithm 

and correlation analysis. However, the current 

classification algorithm still has some defects, its 

results are interfered by the data set, and the 

segmentation accuracy of the multi-index group is 

not high. In order to improve the service quality of 

its users, it is necessary to further strengthen the 

data mining. In this paper, Boosting classification 

algorithm is optimized and improved to improve 

the analysis ability of Boosting classification 

algorithm, and it is used in tourism system services. 

It is hoped that the method of data analysis and 

integration can be used to provide personalized 

tourism product recommendation interface for 

tourists, so as to improve the service quality of 

tourism system 

[2]. 

 

II.SYSTEM DESIGN 

A. Boosting tourism e-commerce platform based 

on Boosting classification algorithm. 

Classification algorithm is to use the database for 

automatic data retrieval, the existing data 

induction, sorting, reasoning, and mining valuable 

knowledge from the data, so as to analyze the 

overall trend; Only in this way can we reasonably 

predict and make future changes. On this basis, a 

tourism system platform is established by using the 

classification algorithm, which can predict and 

judge the tourists according to their relevant 

information, and provide them with personalized 

services. It can not only help consumers quickly 

find the tourism commodities they need, but also 

improve their sales performance and enhance their 

competitiveness in the industry. Through the 

analysis of the visit records of the users on the 

tourism e-commerce platform, the characteristics 

of their browsing preferences are dug out and 

classified as the browsing attributes based on 

products. In this way, consumers can be provided 

with personalized travel products, and users' 

browsing experience can be optimized on the 

platform to help them quickly find the right travel 

products for them. 

Classification algorithm is one of the most common 

methods in data mining. It divides data objects into 

multiple classes or clusters according to attributes 

and other relations. Data objects belonging to the 

same class or cluster have some similarity. The 

similarity function is used to divide the similarity 

of data objects. 

Data set: includes n data samples of p dimensions, 

and the data matrix of the data set is expressed as 

follows: 

 
 

Firstly, the classification center of the data set is 

selected, and on this basis, k classification points 

are randomly selected, and the Euclidean distance 

function d between them and the classification 

center is expressed as follows.  

 
 

The difference matrix C of data objects is expressed 

as follows: 

 
 

Using the average method, the classification points 

of each category are re divided to obtain a 

classification group. The algorithm iterates 

repeatedly until k classification groups do not 

change. 

 

B. Optimization of Loss Function of Boosting 

Classification Algorithm 

The selection of learning rate will have a certain 

impact on the convergence rate, and an appropriate 

learning rate can improve the convergence of the 

algorithm. In the later stage of training, the 

minimum value is ignored in order to prevent the 

parameters from converging too fast. Since the 

traditional Boosting classification method uses a 

fixed learning rate, it would be easy to boost the 

algorithm jitter, which would affect the 

performance of the algorithm [3]. On this basis, the 

exponential decay mean of historical gradient is 
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combined with the square exponential decay mean 

of historical gradient, and the attenuation learning 

rate of this method is obtained by using the 

adaptive method. This method uses the gradient 

mean and the deviation method to estimate the 

moving average, and uses the deviation correction 

method to reduce the initialization error and 

improve the operability of the algorithm. The 

formula for the average attenuation of the first and 

second order gradients is as follows: 

 

 
 

In the formula, m and v represent first-order 

momentum and second-order momentum 

respectively; mt is mean estimation; vt means there 

is a bias error estimation; β1 represents the first-

order momentum attenuation coefficient; β2 

represents the second-order momentum attenuation 

coefficient; t represents the initialization time step; 

gt stands for partial derivative vector [4]. 

In the initialization process, m and v are taken as 0 

vectors respectively, so mt and vt will deviate from 

0, thus affecting the performance of the algorithm. 

Therefore, the offset correction mechanism is 

added into the adaptive gradient optimization 

algorithm, so that the learning rate of each iteration 

can maintain in the given interval. The correction 

function for the average and biased estimates looks 

like this [5]: 

 
In the formula, mˆ t represents the corrected mean 

value estimation; vˆt represents the biased error 

estimation after correction;  represents the first-

order momentum attenuation coefficient after 

correction;  represents the corrected second-

order momentum attenuation coefficient 

[6]. 

In Boosting classification algorithm, an adaptive 

gradient optimization algorithm based on 

exponential decay learning rate is introduced in 

order to improve the convergence of Boosting 

classification algorithm [7]. 

 

C. Boosting classification algorithm initial center 

point optimization 

 
Fig.1. Optimization process of initial clustering 

center based on density method. 

 

In the traditional Boosting classification method, 

the initial value of the method will directly affect 

the final result of the method because they are 

highly dependent on the location of the initial 

classification center point [8]. 

 

On this basis, density method was used to optimize 

the initial positioning of k classification points, and 

combined with density parameters to determine k 

initial classification points. Boosting classification 

algorithm optimization process based on density 

method is shown in Figure 1. 

In data sample set: the average 

distance calculation function between data objects 

is shown as follows: 

 
In the formula, M(S) represents the average 

distance; d(xi, xj) represents the distance between 

data object xi and data object xj [9]. 

III. Experiment and Discussion 

Through the improvement of traditional Boosting 

classification and Boosting classification 

algorithm, the response speed of the two methods 

is compared in 20 different clustering experiments, 

and the comparison results of the two methods are 

given, as shown in Figure 2. 

Asshown in Figure 2, theconventional 

Boosting classification algorithm has an average 

response time of 0.724 seconds, and the maximum 

response time is 0.861 seconds, while the 

traditional Boosting classification algorithm has a 

lower operation speed and a longer response time. 

The improved Boosting classifier is between 0.498 

s and 0.647 s. 
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Fig.2. Performance comparison of Boosting 

classification algorithm before and after 

improvement. 

 

Through the optimization of Boosting 

classification, a better Boosting classification 

method is obtained. The average response time is 

reduced by 0.226 s, and the system response speed 

is improved by 31.2%. On this basis, the random 

gradient descent method is adopted, the 

regularization term is introduced, and the adaptive 

gradient optimization method is used to determine 

the learning rate, so as to improve the operation 

efficiency of Boosting classification and accelerate 

the convergence of the algorithm; Therefore, the 

response speed of Boosting classification method is 

improved, and its performance is also greatly 

improved [10]. 

Through online experiments, the improved 

Boosting classification algorithm was personalized 

recommended and statistically analyzed. The data 

statistics of the tourism e-commerce platform 

based on the improved Boosting classification 

algorithm are shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Table I Data Of Tourism E-Commerce Platform Based On Improved Boosting Classification Algorithm 
Weeks Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Aver age value 

Platform views 1026 8 1254 7 1296 4 1287 3 1216 3 

Recommen ded product views 1518 1895 2 048 2035 1816 

Tourism product purchases 159 201 211 207 195 

Recommen ded product purchases 40 57 63 61 55 

Recommen ded click rate of browsing behavior 14.78% 15.10% 15.80% 15.81% 15.37% 

Recommen ded transaction rate of 25.16% 28.36% 29.86% 29.47% 28.21% 

Purchase behavior      

Recommen ded traffic 

conversion rate 
2.64 % 3.01 % 3.08 % 3.00 % 2.93 % 

 

As shown in Table 1, in four weeks, the average 

weekly platform visits of the travel e-commerce 

platform based on the Boosting classification 

algorithm reached 12163, while the weekly visits of 

the tourism products personalized recommended 

through the Boosting classification algorithm 

reached 1874. On the platform, 15.41% of users were 

recommended in their browsing behavior. On the 

tourism e-commerce platform, consumers bought an 

average of 194.5 commodities every week, of which 

55.25 were recommended for tourism. Among 

consumers, 28.41% chose tourism commodities. 

This method combines the improved Boosting 

classification algorithm with clustering analysis to 

make personalized recommendations. The average 

weekly recommendation traffic conversion rate is 

29.48%; The personalized recommendation can 

effectively promote the order transaction on the e-

commerce platform. Using the improved Boosting 

classification algorithm, Apriori association rule 

mining algorithm, user collaboration screening 

algorithm and other methods, the online production 

of tourism e-commerce platform is studied [11]

. 

Table II Sales Of Recommended Tourism Products By Three Algorithms 

Algorithms 
Browsing behavior 

Recomme ndation rate 

Purchase behavior 

Recomme ndation rate 

Recomm ended conversi 

on rate 

User—based CF 12.95% 20.47% 2.36% 

Apriori 13.44% 23.63% 2.58% 

Improved Boosting classification 15.37% 28.21% 2.93% 

 

As shown in Table 2, on the basis of Boosting 

classification, the recommended conversion rate of 

this method is 2.93%, which is higher than 2.58% of 

Apriori and 2.36% of User based CF, while the 

recommended conversion rates are 0.35% and 0.57% 

higher respectively. The improvement of Boosting 

classification algorithm can provide consumers with 

differentiated tourism commodities, thus effectively 

increasing the sales volume of e-commerce platform 

and improving the economic benefits of tourism 

enterprises. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

With the emergence of e-commerce, the marketing 

model of tourism products has also changed, and 

online booking has become a trend. In order to 

improve the service quality of tourism system, a new 

tourism system platform is established by using 

Boosting classification algorithm. The experiment 

shows that the improved Boosting classifier has a 

31.2% increase in response time of 0.498 s compared 

with the traditional classifier, and has good 

performance. Through the improvement of 

Boosting classification, the recommended traffic 

conversion rate of the tourism platform has reached 

2.93%, which has been greatly improved compared 

with other algorithms. 
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